The term gene---environment (G·E) refers either to moderation by genetic influences of the impact of the environment on health or to conditions in which the effect of the genotype on health depends on qualities of the environment. We focus specifically on attributes of the social environment and behavioral health, while recognizing that G·E also encompasses variations in the physical environment (e.g., exposure to allergens or toxins) and a range of public health outcomes. Studies of G·E address a fundamental public health question: Do genetically influenced attributes of individuals make them especially susceptible to adverse social environments or especially responsive to favorable environments (including therapeutic interventions)? Three major research paradigms are available for estimating genetic influences: direct ascertainment of the genotype through molecular assays, twin and sibling studies, and adoption studies. We review evidence from each approach, focusing specifically on the measured social environment.
Although questions have been raised about the replicability of some G·E findings, a major question is not simply whether G·E occurs or is pervasive, but how it occurs. We build on a range of previous explorations of these mechanisms. 1---4 First, using published data, we identify 4 broad classes of mechanisms by which genetic and social influences moderate each other: inherited sensitivity to stress in the social environment, differential susceptibility to either favorable or adverse social environments, the goodness of fit between individuals' inherited dispositions and the attributes of the social environment, and the social enhancement of inherited capabilities. We then identify 2 underlying processes that cut across these 4 mechanisms: genetic variation in the sensitivity to the environment and variation in environmental sensitivity to genetic effects. Finally, we outline 5 steps for exploring specific mechanisms within these classes and link these to prevention and intervention strategies.
CLUES TO HOW GENETIC AND SOCIAL PROCESSES MODERATE EACH OTHER
Different approaches to understanding human development have led investigators to examine different features of the linear interaction between genetic influences and the social environment. Each approach has provided clues as to how the social context and genetic influences may moderate each other's effects on health. The 4 patterns are schematically represented in Figure 1 . In each graph, variation in the environment is represented on the x-axis; variation in health is represented on the y-axis. The graph lines represent subsamples of individuals who differ by genotype as distinguished by molecular genetic assay or, for example, by an adoption study (e.g., birth parent diagnosis present or absent). As we detail later, the genotypic distinction represented in Figure 1 is not necessarily a distinction between a high or a low genetic liability for disease (i.e., a genetic main effect). Indeed, the nature of the social environment may help to determine whether a particular genotype leads to health or illness.
Inherited Stress Sensitivity
The first approach is a line of investigation that grows out of a long tradition of studying the evolution of psychopathology: identifying a diathesis or disease liability and then discovering a stressor or environmental pathogen that tips a vulnerable individual into a category of psychopathology. As applied to genetics, this intellectual format has shaped a number of reports of genetic influences on individuals' sensitivity to adverse social environments. This line of investigation was initiated by twin and adoption studies. 5---8 For example, almost 20 years ago, Kendler et al. 8 showed that the effect of stressful experiences was magnified by a genetic liability for depression. The magnitude of this liability was estimated for twins without a history of depression by whether their cotwin had a history of depression. The magnitude of risk was highest when the cotwin was monozygotic and had depression and lowest when the cotwin was monozygotic and did not have a history of depression. This result has been replicated for both adults and children in a large number of studies. 9 Adoption studies have provided an even more straightforward demonstration of G·E. For example, using a sample of infants adopted at birth, Leve et al. 10 studied the earliest manifestation of genetic risk for externalizing behavior in adult life: the capacity of infants to self-soothe in a standard situation of frustration. Genetic risk was indexed by assessing externalizing disorders in birth mothers, controlling for their intrapartum drug use. The researchers found that failure at self-soothing occurred only when adoptive mothers were depressed. In other words, children at genetic risk were more sensitive to the stress of living with a depressed mother. More recently, the identification of specific polymorphisms 11, 12 that enhance individual sensitivity has raised hopes for the discovery of neurobiological mechanisms that might explain inherited stress sensitivity. The statistical evidence supporting inherited stress sensitivity is usually represented in graphs resembling Figure 1a . Individuals with a specific genotype are uniquely sensitive to adverse environments and are more likely to fall ill when exposed to them. Broadly speaking, a graph of this kind could represent an adverse environment that, in combination with the genetic diathesis, triggers psychopathology. To date, the overwhelming number of published interactions in the form shown in Figure 1a have implied that sensitivity to adverse environments is inherited and that genetic influences on a behavioral outcome will, therefore, be most conspicuous under adverse environmental conditions. However, this same form of interaction could also imply 2 radically different underlying mechanisms: social compensation or inherited resilience. Because few published reports of these alternative mechanisms exist, we include them as subtypes of inherited stress sensitivity. We emphasize how crucial it is to interpret interactions on the basis of a clear understanding of the predictor, moderator, and criterion variables-not just on the basis of the visual form of the interaction graph.
Social compensation variant. In this variant, the same form of interaction might be attributable to the compensatory effects of a favorable environment that overrides a genetic diathesis. 1 Parents may offer special encouragement to an inhibited child 13 (a characteristic known to show a genetic influence), exert compensatory discipline on a child at genetic risk for externalizing behavior, 14 or maintain a level of warmth and support despite heritable features in the child that might provoke hostility and harsh discipline. 15 Of note, these more recent studies have made use of major advances in the statistical modeling of G·E in twin studies; in effect, they have estimated heritability at every level of a continuously measured environment. 16 Inherited resilience variant. In this variant, the genetic influence on a positive trait increases as the environment becomes more adverse, which implies that the child has inherited a capacity to offset challenges of the social context. To our knowledge, only 1 example of this form of interaction has been published: Genetic influences on reading ability increase as parental education (the environmental factor) declines. 17 Pennington et al. 3 termed this a "resilient interaction."
Differential Susceptibility
More recently, a second line of research has developed, growing from a broad interest in the full range of development, both normal and pathological, and with more attunement to protective or beneficial environments. Attention to this approach was prompted by reexamination of the interaction graphs in reports of inherited stress sensitivity. In many instances, these graphs were in fact disordinal: As environments became favorable (as shown in the leftmost portion of the horizontal axis of Figure 1a ), those environments with a supposed genetic diathesis to psychopathology fared better than those without. That is, some of the studies that were offered as supporting inherited sensitivity published graphs that looked somewhat like Figure 1b . The term "differential susceptibility" was developed to emphasize that individuals with a specific genotype might be more responsive to the social environment than those without the genotype, drawing strength from beneficial social contexts but also becoming more afflicted by adverse ones. Two forms of evidence have been offered in support of this mechanism. First are studies of naturally occurring variation in environmental adversity. For example, in a sample consisting mainly of unwed mothers, women low in socioeconomic status (SES) who had a less efficient allele of the serotonin transporter gene had a greater incidence of postpartum depression than those with a high-efficiency allele. However, women with the same allele and higher SES had lower incidences of postpartum depression than those with the more efficient allele. 18 Second are studies of differential sensitivity to intervention. For example, in a sample of rural African American adolescents, the short form of the serotonin transporter gene conferred increased sensitivity to the stress of having an uninvolved, nonsupportive parent, and adolescents under this condition were more likely to become substance abusers. However, these same adolescents responded more favorably when a family-strengthening intervention was provided.
Social Environment
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Goodness of Fit
A third line of investigation has been less integrated into the G·E literature, but the combination of developmental studies and psychological interventions has strongly suggested that a productive line of work lies ahead. In childhood and adolescence, positive adaptation may be less a product of either the child or the social context than of the fit between the child's requirements or style and the capacity of a specific environment to appreciate and respond constructively to these features. Thus, a child whose temperament matches a parent's expectations or preference for that temperament will show better adjustment than a child with a mismatch, independent of the absolute level of a particular temperament. 21 Likewise, in psychotherapy, angry patients do better with less directive and less confrontational therapists, whereas more calm or collected patients do much worse under the same circumstances. 22 If the goodness-of-fit mechanism were observed in G·E studies, it would appear as 2 linear functions, opposite in slope (with both slopes significantly different from zero), that must cross somewhere within the midrange of the observed environment. Preliminary genetic evidence for this mechanism is scant but comes from a range of studies. For example, the val/met COMT polymorphism has opposite effects on panic disorder in European versus Asian samples, 23 which may reflect a goodness of fit between a heritable brain function and cultural demands and supports. Of relevance is the Early Growth and Development Study (EGDS), for which we are principal investigators. This study has yielded a clear example of a goodness-of-fit interaction pattern. 24 Study results have shown that structured parenting reduces behavior problems in toddlers at high genetic risk, defined by psychopathology in their birth parents, but increases behavior problems in toddlers at low genetic risk, yielding graphed findings that nearly duplicate those in Figure 1c . The implication of this study is that children do not inherit the propensity for a disorder. Rather, they inherit a need for a particular level of structure and order in their social environment. Children of birth parents high in psychopathology inherit a high need for structure. If their adoptive parents provide careful guidance through encouragement, a focus on the demands of a particular task, and clear requests for specific behaviors, these children become very well adjusted. Children of birth parents without psychopathology do not inherit such a need; in fact, their adjustment deteriorates if they receive this form of parenting.
Social Enhancement
A fourth line of work stems from systematic theoretical efforts to understand why genetic influences on adaptive behaviors may be manifest only under favorable environmental circumstances; this influential work is often termed the "bioecological model," 25, 26 although we use the term "social enhancement" 1 because it is more descriptive of the process.
The graphical evidence for this process is a sharply descending function as the social context declines in quality (see Figure 1d ). This function would be notably steep in those with 1 genotype and flat or significantly more gradual for an alternate genotype. In the graphical notation we use here, in which low scores on the y-axis denote favorable adjustment, the pattern in Figure  1d suggests that the adjustment advantage associated with genotype B is apparent only under favorable social circumstances. As with the inherited sensitivity domain, this interaction is ordinal but opposite in form. Without methodological vigilance, the distinction between these 2 forms might reflect only a truncated range of the quality of the social context. However, studies reporting this form of interaction-mostly in the domain of intellectual aptitude and achievement-have used broadband measures of the social environment. 27---30 Examples of this form of interaction are illustrative. For example, Tucker-Drob et al. 29 found a substantial genetic effect on differences in mental ability only among young children raised in upper-class strata.
A common explanation for a finding of this kind is that the circumstances of lower-class life provide few opportunities for children with heritable capacities or skills to develop them; the greater opportunity in a favorable social setting allows children with these genetic endowments to flourish. An earlier study by Heath et al. 27 is a second example of this mechanism. In pre---World War II Norway, educational opportunity was limited to those who were very wealthy. The genetic influences on educational attainment were nil. After World War II, when higher education became universally available, genetic influences on educational attainment were substantial. That is, the genetically influenced skills required for high educational attainment were only apparent in a social setting of universal academic opportunity.
VARIATIONS IN THE SENSITIVITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND OF THE INDIVIDUAL
We begin our discussion of the mechanisms underlying the graphs in Figure 1 by noting that all 4 graphs share 2 broad classes of mechanisms. First is the social compensation hypothesis. We discussed this as 1 possible interpretation of the graphical pattern depicted in Figure 1a . This hypothesis is 1 of the mechanisms that might underlie a finding that genetic influences are expressed only under adverse environments. "Social compensation" implies that an individual acts against the best interests of the family or community, in part because of genetic influences. However, the environment-perhaps more parental monitoring 14 or residing in a small town with strict behavioral norms 31 -can counteract this inherited liability for disruptive behavior. Likewise, the proposed mechanisms of social enhancement all assume that genetic factors influence variation in effective engagement in activities requiring cognitive and linguistic skills and that these are enhanced, in reciprocal fashion, by supportive, intellectually enriched, and emotionally well-regulated environments that are attuned to a child high on measures of heritable mental ability but are not elicited in environments that are neither challenging nor responsive to a potentially competent child. We regard this as variation in the sensitivity of the environment to genetically influenced effector processes. The term "effector" is uncommon in genetics but is commonly used in anatomy to describe organs, such as muscle groups, that are designed to achieve a change in the environment. We extend the use of this term here to designate all behavioral patterns that are effective in changing the social environment. In young children, these behavioral patterns may be crying and unsoothability; in older children, they may be the selection of friends or adult mentors. All of these behaviors have been shown to be genetically influenced. 7,32---36 The effector processes can be distinguished from the more common evocative gene---environment correlation. The latter is a main genetic effect on measures of the individual's environment. For example, variations in a gene-regulating dopamine metabolism are associated with variations in sensitive maternal parenting. Other confounds controlled, one can assume that some unidentified characteristic of the child has evoked the maternal parenting style, but this characteristic does not have to be identified for a finding of this sort to exemplify evocative gene---environment correlation. Moreover, in many cases, the social environment does not moderate these evocative processes. The term "effector processes" refers to identified and measured genetically influenced behavior that alters the social environment depending on the quality of that environment. Moreover, the use of this term-as we show-implies the possibility of identifying, as a genetic main effect, these effectors early in development before they are moderated by the social environment.
By contrast, another proposed mechanism to account for inherited sensitivity to the environment (Figure 1a ) or differential susceptibility (Figure 1b) focuses on genetic influences on responsiveness and attunement to the social environment. The latter hypothesis focuses on genetically influenced variation in the sensitivity of receptive processes to either adverse or favorable environments or both, termed "receptor processes." This term is also an extension of an anatomical category and refers to a broad range of capacities of children to attend to, respond to, and interpret their social environment. Indeed, evidence exists across many species that genetic influences on behavior are mediated by genetic influences on very specific, anatomically locatable receptor mechanisms. For example, animal studies have shown that variation in sensitivity to oxygen levels influences social aggregation and that variation in genes regulating olfaction influence aggression. 37 The field of imaging genetics, to which we return in the next section, is replete with examples. For example, several MRI studies have demonstrated genetic influences on the response of the amygdala to standard emotional stimuli. 38---40 Mechanistic links between receptor and effector systems in G·E are likely. For example, an extensive literature has suggested that patterns of aggressive behavior in boys (a maladaptive effector system) are linked to their oversensitivity to threat (a maladaptive receptor system). 41---45 However, this linkage in some domains of behavioral development highlights the need for mechanistic studies of G·E to determine whether the environmental moderator acts on either the receptor system or the effector system, or on both.
FROM GRAPHS TO MECHANISMS
The graphs shown in Figure 1 illustrate broad outlines of the 4 types of mechanisms we previously described. Further steps are necessary to provide clarity about each graph.
Recognizing Patterns in Types of Gene-Environment Interaction
Because critical comparisons among forms of interaction become central in unraveling the mechanisms underlying G·E interaction, we need to go beyond informal inspections of interaction graphs and pay attention to important features of these graphs. First, we should rigorously estimate the probability that chance alone has produced a picture that looks visually compelling. For linear interactions, slopes must be tested for their significance, with adjustments for multiple testing when several slopes are being compared.
Second, regions-of-significance testing is crucial for formal comparisons of interactions 46 ; these statistical tests indicate at which point along the x-axis the differences in slope between 2 conditions (e.g., children at high genetic risk for a mental disorder vs those at low risk) are unlikely to be a result of chance. These regions are indicated by green boxes in Figure 2 . Also important is fastidious attention to problems of scaling, the inclusion of positive and negative developmental outcomes, and the selection of environmental variables that cover the full spectrum from favorable to unfavorable. Third, as in all interactions, we must be certain that the predictor variable (e.g., the genotypic differences among children influencing mental illness) and the moderator variable (e.g., social class) are relatively or absolutely uncorrelated. This lack of correlation is of particular importance in G·E studies. We know, for example, from several studies that genotype is related to social class. 47 This relationship is presumed to reflect a broad genetic influence on abilities required for upward mobility, on psychopathology that may lead to a downward drift, or both. If, in any particular study, the measurement of the genotype is correlated with the measurement of the moderator, we may misinterpret a statistical interaction. Rather than suggesting an environmental moderation of genetic effect, it may instead reflect (1) the impact of genotype first on the moderator (in the case of social class, this would be termed "active gene---environment correlation") and (2) the subsequent effect of the presumed moderator on the criterion (e.g., mental illness). When modest correlations are detected, statistical correction is permissible, but power to detect an interaction is reduced substantially (for an exception in twin designs, see Purcell 16 ).
Preferred sampling procedures are those that allow testing of moderation effects free of gene---environment correlation or the use of adoption designs in which it can be shown that children are not selectively placed with adoptive families that match the characteristics of the birth parents. As a general rule, all tests of G·E must also consider the role of gene---environment correlation, a rule not explicitly examined in most published G·E studies. Fourth, the distribution of individuals along both the x-and y-axes is crucial, because variation in these distributions alone can alter the shape and significance of linear interactions. The contrast between Figures 2a and 2b illustrates this point. For illustrative purposes, we assume that the x-axis measures the full range of an environmental variable, from very favorable to very adverse. We also assume the same for the y-axis: it runs from clinical psychopathology on the top to good mental health on the bottom. Both figures show a significant slope for genotype A and none for genotype B (as indicated by the asterisk), suggesting a disordinal interaction. However, in Figure 2a , the disordinal interaction has no region of significance to the left of the crossing lines, whereas it does in Figure 2b . Thus, a pattern resembling that in Figure 2a would favor a more detailed search for mechanisms of inherited sensitivity to stress and other adverse environments. Compare Figures 1a  and 2a . A casual inspection of Figure 2a would suggest a mechanism of differential susceptibility in contrast to Figure 1a ; with suitable statistical testing, they boil down to the same finding. However, Figure 2b does suggest differential susceptibility. Yet, if either of the distributions of values on the y-axis or the x-axis are skewed toward pathology, adverse environments (resulting from sampling procedures), or both, then we may not find a region of significance to the left of the intersection; we will miss the core mechanism of interaction because we have a selected sample. It is important to note that heteroskedasticity, changes in variance as a function of magnitude of a variable, and other scaling idiosyncrasies of scaling can produce G·E artifacts.
Fifth, for the pattern of interaction to serve as a guide for probing the mechanism of interaction between genes and environment, it must be replicable. Problems of nonreplication plague all of science. One example is the astonishing series of publications and Note. An asterisk indicates slope significance, and the dashed boxes represent hypothetical regions of significance. 52 in an analysis of all published articles on the interaction of a specific polymorphism (the serotonin transporter and other genes) and environmental stress, pointed out that many published studies in this domain are underpowered, and thus their results may be spurious. They concluded that this literature is biased because positive findings are more likely to be published than negative, nonconfirming findings. Although publication bias is of deep concern, our own view is that the measured G·E studies are worth pursuing when they lead to replicable mechanistic studies on the interplay of heritable neurobiological processes and the social environment.
Additional statistical cautions have been published and widely ignored. For example, Eaves 7 showed how the special peril of a combination of dichotomized variables (such as the presence or absence of a diagnosis) and the use of log linear regressions can produce G·E as a computational artifact when underlying genetic and environmental liabilities are strictly additive. Figures 2c and 2d illustrate another important contrast using a randomized trial of a behavioral intervention. Figure 2c illustrates patients with 2 different genotypes. In the control condition, both show psychopathology, but only the patient with genotype A improves in the treatment condition. This graph illustrates differential sensitivity to an intervention. When individuals with genotype A are exposed to adverse social environments and also show the pattern of inherited sensitivity (Figure 1a) , then the cumulative data from both studies argue for a mechanism of differential susceptibility-for better or worse. However, Figure 2d illustrates a different pattern. Only genotype A shows serious psychopathology in the control condition, but no difference is shown in the treatment condition. Here, the intervention in effect provides social compensation (the compensation here is provided by the therapy) for the behavioral problems associated with genotype A. Figures  2c and 2d would lead to very distinctive follow-up searches for the specific mechanisms involved: Figure 2c might initiate a search for biological mechanisms selectively responsive not only to the intervention but also to the adverse circumstances that-in interaction with genotype A-initially influenced the pathology. By contrast, Figure 2d highlights the nature of a genetically influenced deficit and the social or psychological mechanisms involved in suppressing this genetic influence. The pattern shown in Figure  2d is nearly identical to that obtained in the study by Brody et al., 20 which examined the preventive intervention with African American youths. The intervention study, however, did not have a low-dose condition, which we used in Figure 2d for illustration. Thus, although Brody et al. 20 is frequently cited as supporting the concepts of differential susceptibility, whether it does in the absence of the low-dose group is not clear.
All of these contrasts, although beyond our review scope, assume that additional confounding circumstances, widely recognized precautions in the G·E field, have been ruled out. These confounds include passive gene---environment correlation, stratification artifacts in molecular genetic studies, and the possibility that the environmental variable in the interaction equation actually reflects an unmeasured genetic influence (gene · gene interaction).
Adequate Assessment of the Environmental Moderator
Attention to the form and mode of a G·E interaction is also crucial for a careful investigation of the social context that serves a moderating role. Thus far, the short and long alleles of the serotonin transporter gene enhance sensitivity to an astonishing variety of noxious experiences across the life span, from child abuse and bullying during childhood to severe medical illness during late adulthood. 53 Scant attention has been paid to what all of these environmental circumstances have in common except that they are stressful. Indeed, a basic tenet of the diathesis-stress model is that virtually any stress may tip an individual into illness. The nature of the illness (i.e., the specificity in the process) is carried by the diathesis, which in this case is the genotype (in some cases, a single polymorphism or several or broader genotypic differences detected in twin and adoption studies). Therefore, a crucial step in this line of analysis is to discover the common factor among this array of circumstances. Does each environmental circumstance trigger the expression of genetic risk through a common effect on biological stress systems, or are there subsets of triggering mechanisms? For other forms of interaction, however, a different strategy is required. For example, when the form of interaction suggests that the social environment enhances a specific ability, we need to know exactly how this enhancement occurs to develop a mechanistic understanding and inform prevention efforts. Clarifying a social enhancement mechanism, as suggested by graphical results shown in Figure 1d , will require longitudinal studies focusing on reciprocal relationships between nascent child capabilities and responses of parents, teachers, and others. These are the proximal processes originally underscored in the formulation of the social enhancement (or bioecological) model. 25, 26 Increased Precision in Laboratory Modeling G·E in human development is complex. Studies that depend on distribution of polymorphisms as they exist in study samples and on natural variation in environmental adversity or support are plagued, as we have noted, by potentially confounding factors. Thus, laboratory experiments can play a significant role in detailing G·E mechanisms because they allow researchers to have full control of environmental variation and, in some cases, genetic variation. This level of control helps both to eliminate confounds and to strengthen mechanistic inferences.
Three approaches to experimental control of the environment have been offered. First, in silico experiments with cultured cells have provided clues as to how neurotransmitters or hormones may differentially activate gene variants. 54 Second, animal studies permit not only direct analysis of brain tissue but also precise control of rearing conditions. 55, 56 Third, laboratory settings provide the opportunity to precisely control social stimuli, as in the imaging genetic studies described in the next section. 57, 58 The form and overall process of interaction has a profound effect on how laboratory experiments are designed in the search for mechanistic explanations. For example, the form and process underlying the inherited sensitivity mechanism in the interaction between serotonin transporter gene variants and stress has shaped the design of imaging genetic studies, an example of studies in laboratory settings. These studies have been designed to study the impact of allelic variation of this gene on the response of neural systems to noxious stimuli under the assumption that the short form (and the long form) of the serotonin transporter gene enhances sensitivity only to noxious environments. However, several recent reports have emphasized that this allelic variation does not always function in the inherited sensitivity mode. For a number of developmental outcomes, the differential sensitivity form of interaction may better fit the data. 18, 59, 60 If substantiated, these findings would lead to redesigned laboratory experiments: a search for both neural and behavioral intermediate phenotypes favoring sensitivity both to pleasure and to adversity. Thus, the integration of precise laboratory designs with knowledge gained about the form and process of an interaction can help to clarify underlying mechanisms and may therefore help to guide subsequent intervention development.
Recovering the Early-Appearing Genetic Main Effects
To understand the developmental mechanisms influencing environmental moderation of genetic influences, we must recover the genetic main effects that preceded the interaction in development. All the mechanisms suggested by Figure 1a ---1d propose an initial genetic main effect that is subsequently moderated by favorable or adverse environments. From a statistical point of view, the goodness-of-fit completely disordinal interaction can be obtained without a gene or environment main effect. However, in the Leve et al. 24 study, a proposed underlying mechanism is that children inherit varying levels of need for structure in the social environment. Because the hypothesized need has exactly the opposite effect on the criterion variable depending on parental style, a completely disordinal interaction results. Thus, even in this case in which neither a genetic nor an environmental main effect at the time of ascertainment is required to produce a disordinal interaction, the hypothesis states that at a prior time in development such a main effect should be detectable. The distinction between genetic influences on effector versus receptor processes will be crucial. For example, consider a G·E finding suggesting that the social environment is compensating for the child's inherited inability to regulate his or her own behavior. To probe this possibility, one would need to identify the nature of this child's dysregulation before the environment has a chance to moderate it. Likewise, when the form of interaction suggests special receptor sensitivity, favorable or adverse receptor sensitivity should be detectable before either noxious or favorable environments have moderated it into poor or highly successful adaptation. Imaging genetic studies are designed to do just that. For example, Meyer-Lindenburg et al. 61 sought an explanation for the role of the MAOA-L allele in the evolution of externalizing disorders in men under conditions of social adversity. They found that men with the MAOA-L allele showed excessive left amygdala response to fearful and angry faces, decreased responses in the orbitofrontal cortex and other cortical areas, and decreased connectivity between the orbitofrontal cortex and the amygdala. These are genetic main effects on a receptor system, in this case the frontal---amygdala system, that is presumably upstream in a causal flow that may lead to externalizing disorders as the downstream clinical outcome of interest. In this example, a genetic main effect on externalizing disorders may never be apparent because its effect on the downstream criterion (i.e., externalizing) is manifest only by its capacity to moderate the impact of an adverse environment (i.e., parental abuse). However, prior experiments of this kind have been heuristic. They are generally done with nonclinical samples that are not followed to determine the actual role of these genetically influenced receptor sensitivities in the evolution of psychopathology as a consequence of later-appearing external stress. In subsequent work, when embedded in a developmentally sensitive design, using knowledge of the timing of the evolution of genetic expression, environmental influence, and behavioral syndromes, these techniques may play a powerful role in delineating genetic main effects in critical receptor systems before they are moderated by favorable or adverse social environments. Developmental studies of this kind could uncover that environmental effects will be apparent early on and that genes might be expressed later in development to moderate these influences.
For interactions suggesting environmental moderation of effector systems, researchers will have to look at genetic main effects on patterns of active behavior that, subsequently in development, are moderated by the environment. One place to look is the rapidly growing literature of evocative gene---environment correlations. 62 Of special interest are heritable characteristics of children
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that evoke specific reactions from parents. In many cases, these evoked parental patterns go on to exacerbate externalizing maladjustment in the child. 33,63---66 Preliminary evidence has suggested that some parents can resist these provocations and, as a consequence, the heritable and potentially maladaptive effector patterns (the inherited tendency to provoke caretakers) are curbed by parents who avoid counteraggression and instead behave with warmth. 15 
Timing of Gene-Environment Interaction
The foregoing discussion emphasized that a mechanistic explanation of G·E requires one to identify not only how G·E occurs but also when. Some G·E may occur in the intrapartum period. 67---70 Questions about the timing of G·E are part of a larger interest in developmental science in critical periods (i.e., stages in the life span in which influences on development are restricted) and sensitive periods (i.e., when influences are more likely, but not exclusively, to occur). Preliminary evidence has now suggested 2 domains of questions about timing: one focusing on timing of biological mechanisms intervening between a gene variant and effector or receptor process and one focusing on social influences in G·E processes. Malleability of biological mechanisms. As noted, the short and long variants of the serotonin transporter gene may confer a lifelong sensitivity to adverse experience. Preliminary evidence has suggested that the impact of some of these adverse consequences may be reversible by behavioral intervention in the short term. 20 However, current evidence has suggested that those individuals may remain especially sensitive to subsequent stressful circumstances. 53 Twin research has suggested that genes influencing personality, cognitive process, and psychopathology become activated during the toddler and adolescent periods, whereas genes influencing adult functioning have a sustained effect across the rest of the life span, 63 although this approach cannot identify the specific genes involved. Once specific genes are identified, practically oriented research might focus on the neural circuits they regulate as significant targets for long-term preventive efforts. Thus, prevention researchers will want to know whether these systems are malleable and whether their adverse effects can be reversed for an extended period of time. From a practical perspective, the success of using the serotonin transporter gene variants in G·E studies engenders a paradoxical challenge. Many reports on the role of variants of this gene in enhancing sensitivity to stress have reflected the central role serotonin plays in the central nervous system. A variety of neural circuits have been linked to the serotonin transporter gene and may be involved in G·E processes: a fear circuit centered on the amygdala and moderated by the prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortex, 40, 41, 71 a pain perception circuit originating in the caudal brain stem, 72 and the hypothalamic---pituitary---adrenal axis. 73 These neural circuits might have specific effects in moderating different social stressors, and research on the malleability of each might be a crucial component of programmatic prevention research. Timing of social influences. Relatively few studies have been done regarding the timing of social influences on G·E processes. An illustrative study 74 has suggested a relatively restricted time period during which stressful circumstances may enhance the genetic impact on the development of panic disorder. Stressful experiences in childhood and adolescence, but not adulthood, enhance the genetic influence on adult anxiety responses to CO2, an important intermediate phenotype in the development of panic disorder. 74 Findings such as these raise questions for all observed G·E findings:
1. When in development does the interaction occur (in this example, before age 18 years)? 2. If the interaction occurs only or primarily in an earlier period, do its effects on later development persist across time (in this example, they persist for at least 10 years into adult life) and, if persistent, for how long and by what mechanism? 3. Even if the interaction occurs in an earlier, sensitive period, can its effects be reversed by naturally occurring circumstances or intervention later in development?
Assessing the timing of environmental influences in human development has proved difficult. Longitudinal studies are effective in ensuring that the hypothesized risk precedes in time the illness or condition under study. However, many environmental risk factors from insecure attachment to maternal depression to low SES extend across time, making it difficult to distinguish between a persistent effect of early experience and the cumulative effect of adversity. Considerable advances in the crucial question of timing have come from newly emerging on---off designs that capitalize on environmental circumstances that have a precisely known time of onset (on designs), a precisely known time of cessation (off designs), or, much less frequently, both. Cochlear implantation is probably the best known design enabling researchers to specify the impact of a child's first hearing spoken language at various ages, 75 but it has not yet been used in G·E studies. Placement in foster care or adoption after residence in an orphanage can be used as an off design when the research question asks at what age an early deficit occasioned by severe deprivation can no longer be reversed. 76 The prospective adoption design, with suitable attention to potential confounds, is a powerful on---off design that has special promise in exploring the timing and specific mechanisms of G·E. When a child is adopted at birth, the adoption design can more clearly distinguish between prenatal and postnatal maternal influences on child development if, as in the case of the EGDS, no correlation exists between the characteristics of birth and rearing parents that might come about as a result of selective versus random placement of the child. 77 Thus, birthmother influences are off at time of placement. The onset of fetal exposure to maternal psychopathology or substance use can be determined with reasonable accuracy in such a design. For example, the EGDS has clarified the relative role of prenatal and postnatal depression on suppressing normal cortisol activity in preschool-aged children. 78 The companion adoption design, in which children are placed for adoption at conception (in vitro fertilization of an ovum from a donor) draws an even firmer boundary at the on position: It more sharply delimits the effects of fetal exposure from a priori genetic transmission of maternal characteristics at conception. 79 We should note 2 other major strengths that the prospective adoption design has for investigating the mechanisms of G·E. First, it has an excellent chance of identifying the early-appearing genetic main effects that may precede moderation by the social environment. This is particularly the case when one wants to inquire about intermediate phenotypes that link genes to a disease. For example, one can ask, what is the earliest appearance of genetic liability for externalizing disorders in adults? The EGDS showed that, by 9 months, infants of birth mothers with externalizing disorders showed abnormal attentional patterns that might be exaggerated by depressive symptoms in the rearing parent. 10 Second, the adoption design is a uniquely powerful design for determining the role of infant and toddler effector processes in these early indicators of genetic liability. These roles can be inferred by a simple correlation between birth parent characteristics and the pattern of responses of the rearing parent to the child (once confounds such as the openness of the adoption are ruled out).
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we expand on recent calls to explore how mechanisms of G·E can be used to inform preventive and therapeutic interventions. Beginning with careful attention to the shape of the interaction, findings from existing research have suggested several clear steps for elucidating mechanisms that will be useful targets for intervention. These steps include laboratory models of G·E processes; careful, prospective developmental studies that identify genetic main effects on receptor or effector systems before they are moderated by the social environment; and strong research designs to elucidate the timing of G·E processes. j
